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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus. SARS-CoV-2 infection can result in coagulopathy and an increase in inflammatory responses. Numerous studies have shown a significant difference in interleukin (IL) levels and coagulopathy parameters such as platelet, activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), prothrombin time (PT), and D-dimer between survivor and non-survivor patient COVID-19.

AIM: The purpose of this study is to compare the age, coagulopathy characteristics, and IL-6 levels of non-survival versus survival patients COVID-19.

METHODS: A cross-sectional and retrospective study was conducted on COVID-19 patients. The diagnostic criteria are based on the Indonesian Ministry of Health’s recommendations. The patient’s blood was analyzed in the hospital’s central laboratory. Patients are classified into two groups based on their likelihood of surviving: Non-survival and Survival. SPSS version 22 was used to analyze the data.

RESULTS: A total of 557 patients with COVID-19 were included in this study. Patients were categorized into 146 non-survival and 411 survival subgroups. There was a significant difference in the mean age, coagulopathy parameters, and IL-6 expect platelets between non-survival and survival outcomes in COVID-19 patients.

CONCLUSION: This study demonstrated a statistically significant difference in PT, aPTT, D-dimer, and IL-6 levels between the non-survival and survival groups of COVID-19.

Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1]. COVID-19 was first discovered in December 2019, when a cluster of patients with pneumonia of unknown cause was discovered in Wuhan, China [2]. Indonesia reported its first case of COVID-19 on March 2, 2020. COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the WHO on March 11, 2020 [1]. While respiratory symptoms predominate during the initial stages of infection, several studies have demonstrated that patients with severe COVID-19 develop a coagulation disorder (coagulopathy) similar to other systemic coagulopathies associated with severe infection, such as disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) and microangiopathic thrombosis. Sepsis-associated DIC is characterized by bleeding, whereas COVID-19 coagulopathy is characterized by thrombosis [3]. This is associated with a significant increase in mortality and morbidity [4]. Increased D-dimer levels indicate extensive thrombin formation and fibrinolysis and are associated with a poor prognosis on COVID-19 [5].

SARS-CoV-2 infection can directly or indirectly affect the coagulation cascade and immune response [6].
prognosis of the disease to reduce mortality. Changes in D-dimer, fibrinogen, prothrombin time (PT), activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), and platelet counts are the most common description of coagulopathy-related laboratory parameters in COVID-19 patients [11]. Cytokine storm and elevated coagulopathy parameters are associated with the severity of COVID-19 [9]. This study focused on the difference between coagulopathy profile and IL-6 level in survival and non-survival groups.

**Methods**

*Patient*

We retrospectively collected all patients, at least 18 years of age, with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in Murni Teguh Memorial Hospital in Medan. Confirmed cases were defined as those that have COVID clinical manifestation and real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction positive according to the Indonesian Health Ministry [1]. We retrospectively collected laboratory parameters through the medical record. There are two types of patient outcomes: Survival and non-survival. This study excluded patients with insufficient medical records and those using anticoagulant medications before admissions that may influence coagulation factors.

*Data collection*

Researchers obtained and analyzed medical records from 557 patients. The hospital's information system gathered information on patients’ identities, laboratory results, and outcomes.

*Laboratory methods*

Coagulation profile and IL-6 were collected on admission. The coagulation profile consists of platelets, PT, aPTT, and D-dimer. The patient's blood was examined in the central laboratory at Murni Teguh Hospital following the hospital's standard operative procedures. The D-dimer level is tested using enzyme-linked fluorescent immunoassay with a <0.5 ug/ml reference range. Another coagulation level is tested using an automatic coagulometer. The IL-6 level is tested using electrochemiluminescence immunoassay with a reference range of <4 pg/ml.

*Statistical analysis*

Continuous data accorded with normal distribution and homogeneity of variance were expressed as mean ± SD and compared by independent t-test or expressed as median and compared by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The different ages, coagulation profiles, and IL-6 with survival and non-survival patient COVID-19 were evaluated by an independent t-test. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (v.22.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The general clinical characteristic of 557 COVID-19 cases in our study is shown in Table 1. Patients were categorized into 146 non-survival and 411 survival subgroups. The mean age of the surviving population in this study was 53.76 ± 16.2 years. The age differed significantly between the two subgroups and 66.9% of non-survivors were above 60 years. The mortality of COVID-19 was higher in men than in women (67.6% vs. 32.4%).

The blood cell test results on the initial admission are shown in Table 1. The coagulation factor levels in non-survival patients are significantly higher than the normal range. In this study, we found a significant difference between non-survival and survival groups in coagulation panel and IL-6 expect platelets.

**Discussion**

COVID-19, a pandemic infectious disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, is rapidly spreading worldwide. Numerous reports indicate that patients with COVID-19 embrace death due to an abnormal immune response and coagulopathy. The phenomenon of the release of many cytokines is known as cytokine syndrome [12], [13]. It has been demonstrated that abnormal coagulation function, including elevated PT, aPTT, and D-dimer, contributes to disease progression [4].

According to the WHO’s report, the mortality rate in the COVID-19 patients is approximately 4%, and the epidemiological data indicate that the pandemic will continue at least for a year [14]. While several general epidemiological and clinical characteristics of COVID-19 have been reported, the distinction between survival and non-survival COVID-19 patients has not been established comprehensively and the clinical markers for predicting COVID-19 mortality are still lacking [15], [16], [17]. Due to the reasons above, this study discusses the different coagulopathy panels and IL-6 between survival and non-survival COVID-19 patients.

Our study divided COVID-19 patients into survival and non-survival subgroups according to the endpoint. COVID-19 mortality was found to be higher
in older adults and males according to our study. We observed a significant difference in PT, aPTT, and D-dimer levels between the non-survival and survival groups on initial admission for the coagulopathy panel. In addition, we discovered a significant difference in IL-6 levels between the non-survival and survival groups on initial admission. This means that increased inflammation and thrombus formation can affect patient survival.

It is noticed in the other studies also shown that there is a difference between D-dimer and IL-6 [12], [18], [19]. The present COVID-19 pandemic is centered on IL-6. As early as the beginning stages of the COVID-19 outbreak, IL-6 levels were deemed a valid predictor of disease severity and the need for ventilator support. According to the Pedersen’s study, elevated IL-6 levels are associated with intensive care unit (ICU) hospitalization and illness recovery. Prompetchara discovered that ICU patients had 52% greater IL-6 levels than non-ICU patients [13]. There is an exaggerated inflammatory response in some cases with COVID-19 infection resulting in a cytokine storm [20]. Elevated levels of inflammation-related cytokines, including IL-6, can lead to a hypercoagulable state. Inflammation can activate endothelial cells, impairing their ability to produce plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) and thus interfering with the anticoagulant mechanism [21]. In one study conducted in China, there is a significant difference in D-dimer level in the non-survival group compared to the survival group [4], [12]. Another study conducted in Madrid discovered a significant difference in IL-6 levels between the non-survival and survival groups [22]. This study has some limitations. To begin, the present study was conducted in a single location. Second, this study was retrospective, and there were some cases with no enough data. Third, we did not analyze the utility of serial coagulopathy panel and IL-6 monitoring in COVID-19 patients.

### Conclusion

In summary, our study demonstrated a statistically significant difference in PT, aPTT, D-dimer, and IL-6 levels between the non-survival and survival groups of COVID-19.
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